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Neil Budgen, Seriously Sorted 
 

I remember Neil’s first question to me was about my exit strategy.  When did I want to sell my 

business?  5 years?  10 years?  When the kids left home? At retirement?  I had no idea I’d never 

thought about it seriously.  At that time I didn’t appreciate the value of this question, but really it’s a 

very important question that every small business owner should ask themselves. 

 

What was my business worth to sell?  Businesses are geared to pay the least amount of tax – yes and 

not to show how much profit the business actually makes – that was me.   

 

Now I think about exit strategies for multiple things in my life……...buying a car, buying a house, my 

teenage girls boyfriends!  How to untangle yourself from a part of your life that often has a limited life 

span.  I have a much clearer picture of a start, middle and finish and the planning that should be 

involved with this. 

 

The help Neil gave me when I changed website designers and went live with a disastrous website that 

created a huge drop off in sales was vital for me and for my business.  The panic of ‘what have I done 

and how do I fix it’ had hit.  Neil’s cool head and great advice certainly got me through those agonizing 

days when I had no idea of what to do.  He gave me the confidence to eat humble pie and go back to 

my original website designers and reinstate my old website.  Walking away from $5K of brand new 

website and the cost of reinstating my old website was scary, but it was exactly the right decision.  The 

immediate bounce back in sales proved I’d made the right decision. 

 

Neil made me explore my manufacturing techniques and processes and where to go to look for other 

methods that could work.  Working with Weltec (Wellington Institute of Technology) provided some 

time saving processes.  Neil also referred me to a patent lawyer where I became informed on my rights 

with my original designs and IP. 

 

I have no hesitation in recommending Neil to anyone in business. No matter how smoothly their 

business is running I’m sure Neil could help them improve one or more aspects. And if they haven’t 

thought about their exit, they really should and they should talk to Neil. 
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